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more distant planets, by the well-known disposition of its land.

and water; and were that disposition made greatly different in

the representation, we would at once fail to regard it as the

earth on which we ourselves reside. It might be some of the

other planets, we would say, but not ours. And yet these

great features are exceedingly evanescent, compared with the

enduring globe which they diversify and individualize,- mere

changing mist-wreaths on the surface of an unchanging firma

ment. The up-piled clouds of one sunset, all gorgeous with

their tints of bronze and fire, are not more diverse, in place,

arrangement and outline, from the streaked and mottled cloud

lets of another, radiant in their hues of gold and amber, than

the lands and oceans of any one great geologic system, from

the lands and oceans of the system that had preceded or come

after it. Every geologic era has had a geography of its own.

The earth, like a child's toy, that exhibits a dozen different

countenances peeping out in succession from under the same

hood, has presented with every revolution a new face. The

highest lands of Asia and continental Europe formed ocean

beds in the times of the Oolite: the highest lands of our own

country were swam over by the fish of the Old Red Sandstone.

There is much to exercise the imagination in fact such as

these, whether one views in fancy the planet as a whole, ever

changing its aspect amid the heavens, or calls up more in

detail the apparition of vanished states of things amid existing

scenes of a character altogether diverse, -buried continents,

for instance, on the blue open sea, or long evanished oceans

far inland, amid great forests and mighty hills. I can well

understand the feeling experienced by Dr. Friecirich Parrot, as

he travelled day after day in his journey to Ararat along the

hat banks of the Manech, and saw in the salt marshes and

brine lakes of the district irrefragable eyidence that a great
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